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ABSTRACT 
The notion of a vector-valued norm is extended to norms taking values in a 
partially ordered finite dimensional space. Sufficient conditions are given for the 
existence of the dual norm and the matrix norm subordinate to a vector norm. 
In a number of recent papers the notion of a norm has been extended 
to a mapping which satisfies the usual definition of a norm except that 
it takes its values in the nonnegative orthant (cf. [2], [4], [5], [‘i], [8], [9]). 
Let V be a Kantorovich space (cf. [S]) of dimension K. That is, V is a 
real vector space of dimension k which is partially ordered by a closed 
convex full pointed cone K (cf. [l], [lo], [12]). The dual space V* is also 
a Kantorovich space under the partial order induced by the dual cone 
K” = {f E Pyfx > 0, x E K}. 
We shall use the following notation relative to the partial order in K 
(or K*) : 
x>yox-~EK, 
x>yt,x>y and xfy, 
x>>yt,x-y~11ntK. 
DEFINITION 1. A vectorial norm is a function $ : C” 4 K which for 
x, y E C”, u E C satisfies 
m 2 07 9(x) = 0 iff x = 0, (1) 
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I%4 = l+w (2) 
P(x +Y) e&4 +P(Y). (3) 
Let ~3 be a vectorial norm and let f E K*. Define the function qI by 
V+(x) = fP(4. 
pr is a seminorm on C”. If ZJ is any seminorm on C” let 
W = V E K*IVQ) < 944 = fJ+)). 
LEMMAS. For all f >> 0, qI is a norm. 
Proof. &) = ot, f@(x) = Ot,Jqx) = Ott x = 0. n 
Since K* is full we have 
COROLLARY. Any vectorial norm is continuous. 
LEMMAS. 
Vf>O, 31>OVXEC” 
$44 < 4f$J(41 = hP = plnrw 
Proof. It is enough to establish the inequality for x in 
B = {y E C”jy*y = l}. 
B is compact so 4(B) has an upper bound &. Since qr is a norm, 0 4 q+(B) 
and so vf(B) has a lower bound A1 > 0. Choose 2 3 lo/Al. The last 
equality is clear. 
COROLLARY. W #a. In fact, Vf > 0, 3il > 0, iif E W. 
It is also easily seen that W is convex and that f E W, g > f imply 
HEW. ThusWxK*+ fforanyfEW. n 
DEFINITION 2. Let p be a vectorial norm. If x E c”, let 
1% 
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(a) p is monotone iff 1x1 < IYI => PM <P(Y). 
(b) p is absolute iff P(x) = P(lxj). 
THEOREM 1. A vectorial norm p is monotone iff it is absolute. 
Proof. p(x) <p(y) iff Vf E K*, q+(x) < q+(y), that is iff pI is a 
monotone norm for all f >> 0. However, P is absolute iff Vf > 0, qs is an 
absolute norm. Now we appeal to Theorem 2 of [3] to see that pI is mono- 
tone iff it is absolute. The proposition is established. n 
DEFINITION 3. Let 
W(Y) = {f E K”l JY”XI < 944 = fP(4). 
The vectorial Norm p is regular if for each y E Cn there is an f. E K* such 
that W(y) = f. + K*. If p is regular define the dual to p by 
PD(y*) = fo. 
If K is the nonnegative orthant, then by the results of [9] we know 
that this use of regular corresponds to that of Robert and Deutsch. 
LEMMA 3. If x0 is takes so that 
max(ly*lIx E B) = 1y*4 
(for a fixed y E Cn) and if p is regular, then 
IY”%l = PD(Y*)P(%). 
Proof. The existence of such an x,, is common knowledge. If 
P”(Y*)P(%) > lY”%l. th en f or E > 0 suitably small we have 
(1 - E)PD(Y*)P(X) = P?Y*)P@) - ePD(Y*)P@) > Iy*% 3 Iy*xI 
for all x E B. So (1 - a)PD(y*) E W(y) w ic contradicts the minimality h h 
of P”(Y*) in W(y). W 
THEOREM 2. If p is a regular vectorial no~wz, thert pD is a norm. 
Proof. As in Lemma 3 we shall use the fact that f. = PD(y*) is the 
unique minimal element of W(y). Condition (1) of Definition 1 is immediate. 
Let fI = PD(Ey*), for cc # 0. Then for any x we have 
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IY”XI < I+1flP(4> l~Y*xl < l4foP(4. 
So l~]-l/i E W(y) and lcrlfo E W(ccy). Thus fi = \+a. Finally let fi = 
~P(yi*), f2 = pD(y2*), f3 = pD(yl* -1 yz*). Then for all x 
fllW + f&(x) 3 IYi”XI + IYz”~l 2 KY1 + Y2)“XI. 
Thus fl + fz E W(y,* + yz*) and by the minimality of f3 
PD(Y1”) + PD(Y2*) = fl + fz 3 f3 = PD(Y1” + Yz*). n 
DEFINITION 4. Let p be regular. $ is positively oriented iff for any 
x # 0 there is a y such that Iy*xI is maximal and pD(y*) >> 0. 
THEOREM 3. If p is regular and pD is both regular and positively 
oriented, then pDD = 9. 
Proof. We let 
W(x) = {aEKI Iy*xI <p”(y*)a}. 
Observe first that p(x) E W(x) since for all y, and all f E W(y), Iy*xI < 
f@(x). Thus for all y we have 
IY”XI G P"(Y)PW. 
Since pD is regular there is an a,, E K such that W(x) = a0 + K. Choose 
y so that /y*xI is maximal and pD(y*) >> 0. Thus for any a E W(x) by 
Lemma 3 
Iy*xI = PD(Y")PW <PD(Y"b 
In particular for a0 we have 
PDb*)(P(4 - a0) < 0. 
But p”(y) > 0 and p(x) - a, > 0, so p(x) = a,. Hence pDD = p. n 
The cone K induces a partial order in End(V), the space of endo- 
morphisms of I’, by 
M>Oc-MKcK. 
The nonnegative cone of End(V) is denoted by K7. 
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DEFINITION 5. Let p : Wn ---f End(V) be a vectorial norm on the set 
of n x 12 matrices. It is a matricial norm iff 
In looking for a matricial norm which deserves to be considered the 
bound norm subordinate to a given regular vectorial norm there are three 
sets for each A E Cn,” which arise rather naturally. These are 
THEOREM 4. Let $ be a regular vectorial norm, and let 9” be regular 
and positively oriertted. If for each A E Cn*n there is an Mo EI~ such that 
W,,(A) = M, + 17, then 
(1) We = W, = Ws, 
(2) lub,(A) = M, defines a matricial nom for which lub,(l) < I, and 
lub,(l) = 1 if there is an x for ze~hich p(x) >> 0. 
As a consequence of statement (1) lub, is compatible with $ and pD; 
that is, @(Ax) < lub,(A)$(x) and $“(y*A) < $(y*) lub,(A). 
Proof. Ad(l). Clearly Wo 3 WI, W, ZI W2. Let ME Wo. Then 
But pDD = p, so from (*) we have Map(x) E W(Ax). Thus @(Ax) < 
M,@(x) < M$(x), since M, < M. Hence ME W1 and Wo = W,. The 
proof that W, = W, is similar. 
Ad(2). lub, is clearly a vectorial norm. Let A, B E C”z”, and let 
M, = lub,(B). 
ly*ABxj < PD(~“)JfoPW d PD(~*)Mo~f~P(4 by (1). 
So lub, is a matricial norm. Suppose lub,(I) = N. Iy*xJ = ly*Ixj < 
eD(y*)p(x). So lub,(l) = N < I. For suitable y and x, PD(y*) >> 0 and 
PD(Y”)P(4 = lY"Xl = ]y*I4 = P”(Y”WPW 
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Since pD(y*) > 0 we have 
$D(y*)(Ar - 1)$(x) = 0 =+ (N - Q(x) = 0. 
But if p(x) > 0, then N - I = 0. 
The final statement is a rephrasing of the equality W, = W, = Ws. n 
This result says in (cf. [S]) that lub, is a majorant for ~5. Both Robert 
and Stoer [ll] employ the class of B-matrices in studying minorants. In 
this direction we have the machinery to obtain a couple of their lemmas. 
First recall a definition from [l]. 
DEFINITION 6. A matrix N admits a completely regular splitting iff 
N = B - C where B, B-l > 0 and C 3 0. If N admits a completely 
regular splitting, then N is an M-matrix iff N-l > 0. 
DEFINITION 7. A matrix N is called a B-matrix iff the set 
B(N, w) = {u > OINu < co> 
is bounded for all co 3 0. 
THEOREM 5. Let N admit a completely regular splitting. Then N is 
an M-matrix iff it is a B-matrix. 
Proof. If N is an M-matrix, then N-l > 0. So 
and thus 9(N, o) is bounded. 
Conversely, suppose N is a B-matrix. Let N = B - C be a completely 
regular splitting. B-l is a one to one map which takes the boundary of K 
onto the boundary of K and the interior of K onto the interior of K. Thus 
is bounded iff 
9 = {u > Ol(I - B-q4 < B-lw} 
is bounded. Further N is a B-matrix iff Y is bounded for all CD 3 0. Let 
p be the Perron root of B-lC with v > 0 a corresponding eigenvector, and 
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let pi be the Perron root of B-r with UJ > 0 a corresponding eigenvector. 
If p 3 1, then 
u - B-Xv = (1 - p)v < 0 < p1cu = B-%.I. 
Thus u E 9, and for any u > 0, uv E Y. Thus p < 1 and by Lemma 1 of 
[lo] N is an M-matrix. H 
THEOREM 6. The follouling aye equivalent. 
(1) N is a B-matrix. 
(2) Nu < 0, u~O*u=O. 
(3) 3f 3 0, fN >> 0. 
Proof. Statement (1) 3 Statement (2) is trivial since (2) is the state- 
ment that G@(N, 0) = (0). Statement (2) 3 Statement (3) is an immediate 
consequence of problem 34 of chapter 8 of [6]. To prove that statement 
(3) 3 statement (1) suppose fN >> 0. Then we have 
GB(N, co) G {u 3 010 < fNu < fw}, 
and the latter set is bounded because fN >> 0; i.e., zc 2 0 and fNu = 
O~U=O. n 
In 151 Deutsch obtained several results which compared the spectral 
radius r(A) of A E Cn,” with r[,u(A)] where ,/A is any matricial norm. In 
particular his Propositions 4, 6, 7, and 9 carry over to matricial norms in 
the present sense after we prove the analog of his Proposition 5. 
THEOREM 7. If p is a matricial norm, then p is a continuous function. 
Further if p(A,) - 0, then A, --, 0, where convergence is in the unique 
toflologies mhtich make C”s” and End(V) topological vector spaces. 
Proof. The first remark follows from the corollary to Lemma 1. If 
,u(A,) + 0, then for any f E K*, x E K we have fp(A,)x ---, 0. However, if 
f >> 0, x >> 0 it is readily verified that the function A, 4 fp(A,)x is a 
(scalar valued) norm, whence ,u(A,) + 0 implies A, ----f 0. q 
Let & denote the set of all matricial norms from Cn*” to n. If Y is any 
scalar valued multiplicative norm and f >> 0, x >> 0, then xf E 17 and the 
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function p defined by 
is a matricial norm. Now for any given A and for any E > 0 we can find 
a norm v depending on A and E such that v(A) < r(A) + E. But then 
(4A)l = 44) < 44) + E. 
We have proved 
THEOREM 9. Let A E C”,“. Then 
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